
 

 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

To, 

 The Admission Team 

Bauhaus University Weimar 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

I am delighted to write a letter of motivation (statement of purpose) to your university as an 

admission requirement. I was born in a developing Himalayan country and grew to become a 

proud citizen of the land of Mt. Everest and the birthplace of Lord Buddha. With a safe-

landing 10 year long civil war and promulgation of new constitution, our country is marching 

its influential footsteps towards peace, prosperity and development with a stable government. 

To make my childhood dream come true and to contribute my nation's economic, cultural, 

technological and social development, I eagerly want to be a good Engineer. My role in 

development is to make Nepal a advanced country in technology but not hiding her colors or 

forgetting her roots. I will try to help Nepal in any way I can. Being a Nepali, I have to work 

hard which will hopefully, one day, be beneficial to my motherland. Slowly but surely, Nepal 

will shine as the brightest star because I play my part together with all my fellow citizens 

living in every nook and corner of Nepal giving everything we could offer. This is 21st 

century and the emerging global economy is both competitive and interdependent. As 

Germany is one of the developed nations with its unique history, Culture, innovation, 

development and outstanding university education opportunities, I have chosen MSc in 

Digital Engineering from Bauhaus University Weimar my dream carrier. 

As a Mechanical Engineering undergraduate student with an ardent interest in the industrial 

work environment, I have learnt the principles of mechanical engineering those are applicable 

to most machines, tools and processes which naturally widens my scope of learning and 

research. This has intrigued me to explore the option of pursuing MSc in Digital Engineering 

from your prestigious University, which I believe will not only supplement my knowledge 

that I have acquired but also provide me with the best possible platform for the attainment of 

my future goals. 

The MSc in Digital Engineering at Bauhaus University Weimar offers a choice of focus on 

digitalization. The syllabus is flexible and extensive, enabling students to acquire specialized 

knowledge, develop critical acumen in handling information, analyze and interpret texts and 

data for projects of their own and present their findings orally and in written form. The 

Bauhaus University Weimar is one of the most respected Institute in Germany and become an 

international symbol of outstanding academic excellence.  It is one of the most popular 

German universities among foreign students. The university's reputation of academic success 

assures me that it will provide the best education possible by respected professors. I am 

highly willing to be a part of your university. 



 

 

I choose Germany, 'The Land of Ideas', for higher education to move further in my career-

path. I believe I can unlock my intellectual abilities to facilitate my dream with world class 

quality education, best library and practical-based learning activities that is not prominent in 

my country. I want to earn an internationally recognized degree which can give me excellent 

prospects on the global scenario. Unlike in my country, I found diverse opportunities of 

learning in Germany such as museums, theatres, historical castles, high-tech industries, 

advanced technologies etc. to broaden one's dimensions of knowledge. German education 

system for international students is ranked among the best in the Europe as well as in the 

world. German is the world top country with a lot of multicultural population which leads me 

to expose with different religions, culture and way of living.  

Regarding my academic qualification, I did my schooling from Inaruwa English Boarding 

School, Inaruwa Nepal and secured 82.75% in my SLC (School Leaving Certification) 

board examination. Then I joined St. Xavier’s College, Kathmandu for my +2 in Science 

and obtained 73.4% on my board exams. I had completed bachelor’s degree in Mechanical 

Engineering from Nri Institute of Information Science And Technology (Affiliated to Rajiv 

Gandhi Technical University, Bhopal India) and secured 83.5%. I had worked as a 

Mechanical Engineer in Nepal Ultratech Cement Pvt Ltd which is one of the fully 

automated cement production company. Working alongside mechanical engineers, I not 

only applied the principles I had learnt during my undergraduate study, but I also become 

familiar with different types of machinery and its automation system. Working together and 

managing a team of 25 technicians initially was a challenging task but gradually it 

developed in me effective leadership skills along with enhancing my technical expertise. 

Now, after attaining an experience of more than 15 months and achieving a level of 

expertise, I feel the need of higher education and after exploring all the available and 

feasible options, I find that a prestigious University like yours is best choice for me. 

 

Many people leave Nepal because of their poor condition and settlement. I understand that I 

should not think of migrating to foreign countries but help to make Nepal a destination 

country for others. To achieve that, I must study hard. The previous generation made Nepal a 

good place for us to call home and today, it is my generation’s turn to make it even better for 

the future generations to live in. I wish to complete my study first, collect short-term work 

experiences in related working areas and return to my home. After completion of study in 

Germany, I would love to become a part in the development of my country which will I think 

certainly nourish the systems of industries of my country.  

Lastly, it would be an honor to acquire skill and knowledge in this specific program and 

become a part of German education system, which is no doubt one of the world’s admired 

and well-known destinations among international students. Getting an opportunity to study in 

Bauhaus University Weimar, which has a remarkable and successful history which will be the 

stepping stone of my career towards the right direction. I am hopeful that after inspecting my 

academic documents, you will provide me an opportunity to be enrolled in this program. 



 

 

Looking forward to receive positive response from your side and thanking you for your time 

in going through this application. 

Finally, I hope my application to be accepted and will be starting my course from coming 

session. Thank you! 

 

 Yours Sincerely                  

Jitendra Shah                                                                                                                        


